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Abstract 

 

    People always buy many products without any previous intention and planning. This 

contributes to a large portion of income in many businesses around the world. There are many 

intrinsic and extrinsic factors that affect this unthoughtful and sudden buying decision. The aim 

of this research is to understand what internal and external elements have influence on impulsive 

buying behavior of adults in fashion industry in Tbilisi, Georgia. A mono-quantitative method, a 

questionnaire, has been used to collect the data from a sample of 385 adults in this study. The 

sampling technique used in this study is convenience sampling which was chosen mostly because 

of COVID19 (Corona virus disease in year 2019) pandemic situation. After finding the results and 

doing the analyses, it was concluded that demographic factors such as age, gender, and income 

together with the customer’s personality type and fashion orientation affect impulsive buying 

decision. In addition, characteristics of the sales’ agent, store design and atmosphere and discounts 

also affect the mentioned decision. When the person is a female and young, earns higher income 

per month, is fashion oriented and has an extrovert personality, the probability of impulsive 

buying decision increases. This probability will also increase if the store design is colorful and 

attractive, sales agent is helpful and informative, and there are discounts at store. As a result of 

this research, it is recommended to businesses to not only consider their customers demographic 

factors, but also to care about design of the store and train sales person to increase the probability 

of impulsive buying purchases by customers.  
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